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Secretary of the Interior Dirk Kempthorne removed North American bald eagles from the endangered species list on
Thursday but made no special provision for Arizona's relatively few eagles.

Gov. Janet Napolitano on Wednesday had asked Kempthorne to make an exception and keep Arizona's smaller, lighter
eagles under the protections of the 1973 Endangered Species Act.

Napolitano argued that Arizona's tribal governments, which opposed delisting Arizona eagles, had not adequately been
consulted. The governor has not heard back from Kempthorne, her staff said. 

"I read Governor Napolitano's letter. It was, on the whole, a positive letter," Kempthorne said in a telephone news
conference in Washington, D.C., noting that an official eagle delisting ceremony earlier in the day opened with a Native
American prayer. 

Thursday's delisting announcement also ignored an unresolved lawsuit filed by Arizona conservationists asking that
Southwestern bald eagles be reviewed for designation as an endangered population.

During the news conference, Bryan Arroyo, acting assistant director for endangered species for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, said no special protection has been retained for Arizona's fewer than 50 pairs of bald eagles.

"We look at the population nationally and by region, and we felt that in the region we had an appropriate number of
eagles," Arroyo said. 

The Arizona population, he said, did not meet criteria for protection as a distinct population segment, an issue that is the
subject of a lawsuit filed against the government by Arizona conservationists.

No protection for habitat

"This delisting is a tragedy for the desert-nesting bald eagle because now there is no protection for its habitat," Robin
Silver of the Center for Biological Diversity said.

The center joined with the Maricopa Audubon Society in filing the lawsuit, which contends the government ignored
scientific data in deciding to deny protection to Arizona bald eagles. An Aug. 3 court date has been set.

The Endangered Species Act is the only law that specifically protects animal habitat, a special concern in Arizona where
development is extensive.

Fish and Wildlife has proposed guidelines that officials say would help. The new guidelines would let developers mow
down trees, build and conduct other activities around eagle nests. Activities would stop only if they resulted in an eagle's
death or injury or abandonment of its nest.

No notice of review

While mention of Arizona's eagles was absent at Kempthorne's delisting ceremony at the Jefferson Memorial, an official
for Fish and Wildlife said the ruling for delisting has break-out sections on Arizona's desert nesting bald eagles. The
ruling won't be made public until it is published in the Federal Register, likely by the end of next week.

Michelle Morgan, Fish and Wildlife's delisting chief, claims the agency recently conducted a "status review" of Arizona
eagles, an action demanded earlier in the Arizona conservationists' lawsuit.



Scientific studies have shown that Southwestern eagles are isolated and have made unique adaptations to their hot, arid
climate.

Morgan said the review supports the decision to include the small local population in the national delisting action.

"This comes as a total surprise to us," said Silver, of the Center for Biological Diversity, when he was told about the
review. "None of us knew of a status review. It sounds as though it's just another scam to circumvent the law."
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